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There are 62 cheat codes and secrets for Sleeping Dogs: Definitive Edition for
PlayStation 4 on GameFAQ. Cheats are entered directly in the game: the

console opens in the same way as in other games during the gameplay. All 62
cheat codes, secrets, tricks and bugs for Sleeping Dogs: Definitive Edition on

GameFAQs How to activate codes: - During the game, press [~] (tilde) and then
enter the codes. You can enter codes directly during the game, but you will

need to find them in the console first. â€” Enter the code [g] before you start
using the code. This will prevent accidental use.
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You can buy Sleeping Dog Definitive Edition on GameFlyÂ® for $9.99. You can
rent Sleeping Dog Definitive Edition on GameFly for $2.99 when you buy

anything else. Sign in to GameFlyÂ® to get your rental discount today. BUY
GET 10% OFF One of the hottest crime action adventures ever, Sleeping Dogs

adds a whole new level of mayhem to the cop genre. Protect a Hong Kong
native from the corruption and crime around him. Fight your way through

brutal criminals and the police as you become the citys most wanted. Sleeping
Dogs adds a whole new level of mayhem to the cop genre. You can protect the
peaceful livelihood of Hong Kong while hunting its street gangs, corrupt cops,
and the four major triads. Experience a seamless open-world environment and
a new martial arts system that allows you to fight in ways you never imagined.
You can choose from four Chinese gangsters and nine police officers to play the
role of the cop, or you can play the criminal yourself. Youll even unlock special

skills as you advance, so its possible to play through the game a number of
different ways. Unlike other Hong Kong based games, Sleeping Dogs puts you
into the shoes of Wei Shen, a young Chinese-born cop investigating a series of
brutal murders in modern day Hong Kong. Throughout your investigation youll
engage in a variety of intense missions, learn the ins and outs of the city and
uncover links and connections between people and events. The game offers a

fascinating new perspective on the city of Hong Kong, as the various characters
in the game provide unique information as to the citys recent and past history.

As a player, you have the ability to fight in four different ways; traditional
martial arts, gun battles, driving with your fists, and knife fights. All four

combat styles are balanced so that youll always be able to react to enemy
attacks and opponents. Youll be able to mix it up by using single, dual, or triple

shooting guns. The improved control scheme makes it easy to aim your
weapons and make quick movements for maximum effectiveness. The

upgraded camera will let you track many enemies and add more to your kill
count. With 10 different missions and more than 25 side missions, youll be able

to play your own style of Sleeping Dogs. At the same time youll be able to
customize your character to suit your own preferences with 30 items to

augment his/her appearance. Access all c6a93da74d
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